We are thankful for a meaningful celebration of National Day via our special Online Service (and the NDP events throughout the day. Do continue to keep our nation in prayer that the Lord’s purpose may be fulfilled in and through her.

From next weekend onwards, the cap for those gathering in our onsite Services will be lifted up to 100. I want to encourage you to be a part of this even if the service is simplified without the usual singing and post Service mingling. Families, friends and Connect Groups can still plan to come together and have a meal together somewhere else in the city after that. Groups of up to five can be seated together. When we gather, be worshipful and join in praying for the city.

Our Online Services will continue with a new sermon series based on the last few chapters of Romans and the Book of Philippians. The focus is on Christian “Living Right” i.e., how we may live well in every season of our lives, including dark season.

We will be exploring some of the fundamental virtues of humanity from the biblical perspective. Understanding and growing in these virtues bring a deep purpose to our lives and will help us to navigate through the changing seasons of life. I believe the messages can be impactful even for those who are not Christians. Do invite them to tune in.

I should also mention that we have a special SAC Covid-19 task force chaired by Ds Bessie Lee. The rest of the members are Revd An Yue Jin (Priest, Mandarin Congregation), Keith Chua (Vicar’s Warden), Dr Joseph Thambiah (People’s Warden), Dr Michael Lim (PCC), Lee Chi Kuan (PCC), Vivien Chen (Dir Admin and Ops), Kevin Quek (Safe Management Officer), Mabel Lim (Staff), Brandon Loy (Staff, Mandarin Congregation) and Lo Li Wei (Staff, Mandarin Congregation). It is a challenging work and do keep them in your prayers. If you have any feedback, do write in to info@cathedral.org.sg with a message addressed to any of them.